Paris 2024 Olympic Games Tripartite Commission Universality Places
(Wild card invitation places)

Judo receives 15 universality invitation places for individuals and 5 invitation places for mixed teams.

The National Olympic Committees (NOCs), not the National Federation, MUST make an Invitation Place application to the International Olympic Committee (IOC) NOT to the IJF.

NOCs must make the application between 2 October 2023 - 15 January 2024*.

*The IOC Commission reserves the right to exceptionally accept late applications.

Invitation Places can only be allocated to NOCs with an average of eight (8) or less athletes in individual sports/disciplines at the last two editions of the Olympic Games (Rio 2016 and Tokyo 2020) so ONLY the following 93 NOCs can apply.

AFRICA (35)
BDI, BEN, BUR, CAF, CGO, CHA, COD, COM, CPV, DJI, GAB, GAM, GBS, GEQ, GUI, LBA, LBR, LES, MAD, MAW, MLI, MOZ, MTN, NIG, RWA, SEY, SLE, SOM, SSD, STP, SUD, SWZ, TAN, TOG, ZAM

AMERICA (18)
ANT, ARU, BER, BIZ, CAY, DMA, ESA, GRN, GUY, HAI, HON, ISV, IVB, LCA, NCA, SKN, SUR, VIN

ASIA (17)
AFG, BAN, BHU, BRU, CAM, IRQ, KUW, LAO, MDV, MYA, NEP, OMA, PLE, SRI, SYR, TLS, YEM

EUROPE (9)
ALB, AND, ISL, LIE, MKD, MLT, MNE, MON, SMR

OCEANIA (14)
ASA, COK, FSM, GUM, KIR, MHL, NRU, PLW, PNG, SAM, SOL, TGA, TUV, VAN

The IOC Commission will review all applications received from eligible NOCs and the final allocation of all invitation places for judo will made on 25 June 2024.

The NOC must confirm immediately if they will accept the invitation place.

If National Federations have any questions on the application process they should contact their NOC directly.